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Increase Your Dental Revenue and Boost Compliance 

Dental care is one of the largest areas for potential growth in veterinary practice. 
Vetstreet® is pleased to offer new tools to help maximize the success of your Dental 
Awareness Campaign. Now is the perfect time to seize the opportunity to increase your 
dental revenue and boost compliance! Here’s how.

Develop a customized marketing strategy.

  Establish a goal.
•  It’s important to have something to work toward.  

Your goal may be related to increasing your clients’  
compliance with pet dental cleanings. 

•  Make this a short-term goal that is reasonable. The  
more defined your goal is, the easier it will be to achieve.

• Share your goal with all the doctors and staff in your practice.

  Formulate a custom plan to meet your goal.

•  Vetstreet can guide you step-by-step in making your Dental Awareness Campaign a 
success. Be sure to contact your Territory Manager for some one-on-one guidance. 

•  HealthyPet® magazine is a great tool for educating your clients “outside the clinic”  
and driving home your recommendations. The winter edition of HealthyPet  
focuses on the importance of proper dental care, including regular professional 
cleanings and follow-up home care. We provide complimentary issues to display in 
your waiting room or to give to clients when they come in. 

STEP 1
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Reach out and communicate with your clients.

  Remind and reinforce!
•  Most clients receive a reminder to come in for their pet’s wellness exam and 

vaccines. This is simply not enough communication to improve compliance with 
dental care services. Send an additional dental reminder to prompt your clients.

•  The information in HealthyPet magazine will reinforce your recommendations.  
Plus, it’s fun and easy to read.

  Offer incentives for client compliance.
•  Offer a free pre-dental exam. This will bring clients to your practice so you can “flip 

the lip” and explain your dental care recommendations. Educated clients are more 
likely to invest money and effort to keep their pets healthy. 

•  Give a discount. It doesn’t have to be a big one. Any amount of savings will make 
your clients feel like they are getting a deal.

•  Consider putting together a free dental care take-home kit. Components in the 
kit can include a toothbrush, toothpaste, dental chews, and a sample of a dental 
diet you recommend. This is a great way get your clients on the right track toward 
continuing their pet’s dental care at home.

  Create urgency!
•  Now is the time to get your clients in the door. Almost every pet owner can benefit 

from dental care education and recommendations. 
•  Advertise your promotion as good for a “limited time only.” This will create a sense 

of urgency and encourage clients to come in now before they forget about it next 
month.

  Educate your client with real-life stories.
•  Post real-life dental success stories with photos around the clinic. This will help 

clients understand the need for dental care and see the value of the services you 
have provided other pets.

•  Give clients take-home instructions explaining the importance of what their pet had 
done, and schedule regular follow-up visits. 

STEP 2
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Provide staff training to create awareness.

  Get everyone involved. 
•  Everyone has a voice to help educate your clients, and everyone can play a role 

in the success of your Dental Awareness Campaign. Make sure all staff members 
understand their role and how to execute it.

•  Plan a staff meeting to discuss the basics of proper dental care. This information will 
equip your entire team with the necessary knowledge to answer client questions 
about dental care and help reinforce your recommendations.

•  Attend Vetstreet’s Dental Webinar on Thursday, November 6. In this 45-minute 
online webinar, dentistry expert Heidi Lobprise, DVM, DAVDC will explain step-by-
step how to set up a successful dental season.

•  Offer incentives for the staff to get their own pets’ teeth professionally cleaned. 
When they see the results of a professional cleaning first hand, they will be more 
willing and better able to convey the importance of dental cleanings to clients.

  Prepare staff to handle increased foot traffic.
•  Front office staff should be given a strategy to handle incoming calls. Clients are 

going to have questions about why they received HealthyPet magazine from your 
practice. This is an opportunity to say “Yes, the doctor wants to make sure you 
received this information because we would like Fluffy to come in and see us for a 
dental cleaning.”

•  Remember, the more knowledgeable your front office staff is, the better they will be 
able to answer simple questions about the importance of dental care.

•  Front office staff should also be prompted to try to schedule the client for a visit 
regardless of whether the pet is due for vaccines. 

•  If you choose to provide estimates for dental services over the phone, be 
sure to clearly explain the value of the services before discussing the cost.
•  It may be easier to schedule a wellness exam with a doctor first,  and 

then provide a dental cleaning estimate once you have assessed the 
pet’s health and specific needs.

STEP 3
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Track and celebrate your success!

   Track the success of your Dental Awareness Campaign  
in your practice management software. 
•  Set up a unique code in your software identifying a dental procedure to track 

compliance. Your software technical support team should be able to assist 
with this.

•  If you do not have technical support, your Vetstreet Account Manager may be 
able to help you track conversion rates.

   Update and reward your staff on the success  
of your Dental Awareness Campaign!
•  Place a poster or sign in the break room or treatment area to display your 

weekly progress. This will help to encourage staff to stay focused on the goal.
•  Rewards for a successful dental promotion can be as simple as lunch for the 

staff. This is a great opportunity to show your appreciation for your team’s 
hard work. Remember, you are much more likely to get the job done when 
everyone works together!

Please call your Territory Manager or Account 
Management at 888-799-8387 if you have 
any questions or would like to discuss how 
to implement these ideas.
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